Challenging Violence Against
Transgender Women
A Model Intervention for DC

Let Every Child Shine.

INTRODUCTION

In talking with and listening to young men from lowincome communities, we learned a lot about how they
see transgender women and what they believe about
them. Some of the key points which seemed to underlie hostility and violence towards them included the
following (with sample quotes):
• There is no real distinction between transgender
women and gay men.
• Manhood is drilled into Black men from birth, they
must struggle every day to maintain it, and it is
infuriating to see gay men and transgender women
publicly reject it.

While bearing in mind that intolerant remarks towards a
participant who might themselves be LGBT or promoting
violence against any group in the community is not acceptable, it is important to communicate to participants’
that all beliefs will be respected and that the group is a
safe space to share unpopular positions or opinions on
LGBT people. Encouraging participants to speak from
the “I” position about their own feelings can be helpful
in this regard.
Key Messaging Points
1. I don’t get transgender women, and that makes me
uncomfortable.
2. Transgender women are an offense to my manhood.

• Gay men and transgender women are always flirting
and testing your manhood, and when they do this
you should respond with violence.
• “Passing” by transgender women is a fraud intended
to trick straight men.
From our discussions, we distilled six key message
points below, five of which are touched on in the intervention. Facilitators should try to highlight these and
whenever possible challenge participants to think
critically about them.

3. Transgender women are always coming on to me and
trying to test me.
4. Transgender women are frauds who are trying to
trick me.
5. If I acknowledge a transgender woman, soon my friends
will start taunting and avoiding me.
6. I’ve been attracted to a transgender woman, and
the only way to save my manhood and reputation is to
violently attack her. [Not addressed in this intervention.]

Model Exercise

Homophobia and Transphobia
This activity seeks to make the participants aware of
the need to respect the sexual preferences of each
person, making use of case studies.
PURPOSE
Promote reflection about transphobia and homophobia, seeking to make participants aware of the need
for greater acceptance of transgender women and
the wrongness of violence against them.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
Flip-chart. Felt-tip pens. Tape.
RECOMMENDED TIME
60-90 minutes.
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PLANNING NOTES
Facilitators should first read the Introduction section to
make sure they are familiar and comfortable with the key
messaging points to be addressed. They should also
familiarize themselves with the Language section, to
be able to address any terms that come up during
the discussion.
This activity promotes discussion on a topic that is often
considered taboo and/or shameful among young people, and which may arouse anger and rejection, or trigger
strong emotions. The facilitator should himself/herself
examine his/her opinions and attitudes toward gender
identity and sexual orientation.

Language
The facilitator should seek to maintain a position of advocating respect toward people of every gender identity and sexual orientation without, however, censuring the participants. The facilitator should listen participants’
comments – even when transphobic or homophobic – and question them,
but without judging them. (However, this does not include bigoted comments towards any participant who may themselves be LGBT, or promoting
violence against any members of the community.)
There are countless examples in the city of violence and aggression against
young people of color who are gay or transgender. Hating those who are
LGBT is widespread and some young men consider it a fundamental part of
pubic manhood, especially to prevent their being labeled or suspected of
being gay themselves. Even when physical violence does not occur, many
transgender or gay individuals are the target of ridicule, taunting or abuse
on the street.
PROCEDURE
1. Explain to the group that the purpose of the activity is to discuss and
analyze anger and hate against gay and transgender people.
• Ask the group if they can define gayness.
• Ask the group if they can define transgender.
• Ask the group if they know the difference (be prepared that many may
think they are the same).
• Ask the group to define homophobic and/or transphobia.
2. Explain to the group that you are going to discuss examples of young
people who are transgender or gay, beginning with Dee-Dee and Terra’s
message in the video.
3. Form a semi-circle with all the participants facing the video. Explain to
the group that they are going to watch a video and then ask them some
questions. Together you will discuss it, and then invent a story around it
where they will add in the details.
4. Show the video by visiting the website with Dwayne, Dee-Dee
and Terra.

Biological Sex
Sex of one’s body as determined by
genitals, hormones, and primary and
secondary physical characteristics
(body hair, breast development, etc.)
Bisexual
Romantic and sexual attraction to
other people of either sex.
Drag
Men or women (usually gay or lesbian)
who temporarily dress up in clothing
of the other sex for entertainment
purposes.
Gay/Lesbian/Homosexual
Male romantic and sexual attraction to
other men, female attraction to other
women.
Gender Identity
An inner sense of being male or female
(in transgender people their inner
gender identity is in conflict with their
outer physical sex). Gender identity is
separate from sexual orientation; up to
a third of transgender women identify
as lesbians and are primarily attracted
to women.
Gender Expression
How people communicate feeling or
being masculine or feminine through
clothing, behavior, hair style, posture,
adornment, etc.
LGBT
An acronym for “lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender” that is used to
encompass the full diversity of the gay
community.
Sexual Orientation
Romantic and sexual attraction to
members of one or the other sex.
Sexual orientation is separate from
gender identity; gay males who are
attracted to other males do so as men
and would completely reject changing
sexes or becoming women.
Transgender
A person who identifies as a sex
different from the one they were
assigned at birth.
Transsexual
A specific term for transgender people
who have or want to change sexes in
order to make their physical body agree
with their inner gender identity.

Dwayne

Dee-Dee and Terra
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5. Discuss the following questions:
[The following are icebreaker questions to get
discussion started. ]
• How did the video make you feel?
• Did you feel differently towards Dwayne vs
Dee-Dee and Terra?
• Have you ever seen or heard of harassment or
violence against gays or transgenders? How did
you feel about it?
[The following are from the key messaging points,
and should be addressed in-depth.]
• Is there a difference between gay and transgender? Some young men feel like, it ain’t like they
apples and oranges, they all apples. Were Terra
or Dee-Dee gay or transgender?
• Manhood is drilled into young men from birth,
and many of them feel they have to fight for it
every day. With a transgender, they feel, If I see
someone like—who is this dude trying to look like
my mama?—they’re gonna get their head split.
Do you think Dee-Dee and Terra were rejecting their manhood? If so, should someone try to
make them man up?
• Some young men feel that transgenders are
disrespecting them and testing their manhood.
They feel like, the disrespect come in when they
disrespect your manhood: it could be a word,
a nod, a smile. It could be nothing. The whole
being a man piece comes into play, and that will
spark rage. What? You trying me? Definitely
don’t try me. Did you feel Dee-Dee or Terra was
testing you? Do you think if your manhood is
tested by a transgender you should hit them or
punk them out?
• Some men feel that transgenders living as
women is trying to trick them or make fools of
them or deceive them into being attracted. They
would say to transgender ,” You know you a man,
but you still portray yourself as a woman, instead
of just coming clean. It’s a fraud.” Do you agree?
Did you feel Dee-Dee or Terra were trying to trick
you, or deceive you? Why or why not?
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• Some men fear that if they interact with a transgender on the street, their friends will start teasing
them about going with her, and soon they won’t
want to be seen with him or even ride in the same
car. Are they right? How would you act if one of
your friends knew Dee-Dee or Terra?
• How would you react if you saw someone hating
on a transgender tomorrow on the street? Suppose
they asked you to join in – would you worry that if
you refused they might start questioning your
manhood, or call you out as gay?
CLOSING
Some groups of young men might deny the existence
of transgender, that transgender women are really
gay men who want to sleep with them but don’t want
to be seen as gay. Explain to the group that transgender people have been recorded around the world
and throughout history and that about one or two in
every 100 people is transgender.
Moreover, about a third of transgender people who
started out as male and became women, are still attracted to women. This shows how it is different from
homosexuality.
Over the last 15 years, DC has had more attacks on
transgender women than every city, and more than all
but one state, even though we are small population.
One thing that is driving the assaults on transgender
women is fear that men who don’t take part, or who
admit not caring if someone is transgender, or even
to knowing a particular transgender person, will be
called or suspected of being gay themselves.
Yet when we asked dozens of young men in Wards
6–8, while they thought others might want to attack
transgender women, they themselves would not.
This shows how much violence against transgender
women is connected to trying to preserve pubic
manhood in front of other men.

